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Analysis

Protesters during a demonstration in Italy in 2008 to protect the country's abortion law. Photo: Andreas Solaro/AFP
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Abortion may be legal in Catholic Italy but more and more doctors are refusing to terminate pregnancies, with many women now having to
resort to procedures carried out in secret, The Local's Angela Giuffrida discovers.
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Ever since a Benito Mussolini-era ban on abortions as a “crime against the purity of the Italian race” was wiped out in 1978, thanks to a group of
determined women, including the former foreign minister Emma Bonino, women in Italy are, by law, entitled to terminate a pregnancy within the first
three months.

After 90 days, abortions are only allowed if the foetus is badly harmed or the mother’s life is at risk.

The so-called Law 194 was a giant leap for a country that is predominantly Catholic: before it was enacted, illegal abortions were the third-biggest
cause of death for women, and several battles have since been won against those trying to revoke it.

But that doesn’t mean to say that women – many of whom would have endured a painful decision-making process – can easily access abortion services
in Italy.

“The situation has got worse in recent years…There is a big problem with stigma in Italy,” Elisabetta Canitano, a gynaecologist and president of Vita
di Donna, an organization that provides support to women over health issues, tells The Local.

In fact, several cases over the past year prove that, in reality, little has changed.

In March, 28-year-old Valentina Magnanti told a court in Rome that she went through 15 hours of excruciating pain before being forced to give birth in
a hospital toilet after doctors allegedly abandoned her part of the way through a procedure to abort a foetus which, at five months, was severely
deformed.

Meanwhile, a woman from Genoa had to call police to a hospital in the city over the Easter weekend after doctors there refused to assist her through
the second stage of a medical abortion.

In other cases, women have been risking their lives by undergoing illegal abortions.

The problem with part of Law 194 is that doctors are also within their rights to refuse to perform an abortion on moral grounds, and over the past ten
years the number of those choosing to do so has increased dramatically.

Massimo Gandolfini, a spokesman for the anti-abortion group Associazione Scienza e Vita, puts this down to doctors feeling “that abortion is
fundamentally unfair and unjust”.

“The murder of a small human being is not part of a doctor’s cultural heritage,” he tells The Local. The group believes "there is no reason at all to
justify the killing of a child" and is calling on women considering a termination to be "healed and assisted". 

Silvana Agatone, a doctor at a hospital in Rome and president of the Free Italian Association of Gynaecologists for the Application of Law 194
(LAIGA), takes the opposite stance, arguing that performing terminations is part of a gynaecologist’s job and that, by law, hospitals must provide safe
abortion services.

“The law gives women the choice to have an abortion in a safe and secure way, not in a secret, dangerous way, which is what many end up doing,” she
tells The Local.

In the Lazio region alone, 80 percent of gynaecologists are “moral objectors”, with the figure standing at 70 percent across Italy, Agatone continues.

The situation is even more chronic in the south, with 90 percent of doctors invoking the conscience clause.

The biggest dilemma is finding doctors willing to perform abortions after 90 days, the period when the procedure requires more care and, especially if
delayed, puts the mother’s life at greater risk.

Hospitals often rely on the help of outside medics if nobody within their institution will carry out the termination.

“In five provinces across Lazio, only two doctors give abortions after 90 days,” Agatone says.

“For an abortion at this stage, women have to go to the hospital and be monitored, to spend a few days there and to take tablets to ensure that it works
properly.

“We need doctors providing this type of abortion to be within the hospital, not from the outside," she said, adding that "many women are forced to find
a hospital in another city or travel abroad."

As the few non-objectors head towards retirement, another major concern is the scarcity of doctors trained to perform an abortion, Agatone adds.

“In university hospitals where no gynaecologist will give an abortion, the young doctors are not being trained.”
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Agatone doesn’t lay the blame entirely on morality or religion either, “as many doctors who are against abortion still perform it.”

But needless to say, the Catholic Church plays a major role in influencing opinion, with the much-respected Pope Francis coming out in support of
objectors earlier this year.

This has given fresh impetus to anti-abortion groups, which have organized several protests in recent months.

“The church meddles, it is a power battle,” Canitano of Vita di Donna adds.

Reputation also weighs heavily on the minds of doctors who are willing to perform abortions, she says, with medics who do so often being “pushed out
of the system” or carrying out secret abortions.

“Genoa is a very Catholic city…if you do abortions you are out of the system,” she says.

“Doctors living in small towns especially, where everyone knows everyone and where they see the local mayor at church every Sunday, find it very
shameful.”

In the late 1990s, that shame had a devastating consequence when a doctor killed himself after being exposed for carrying out abortions in secret.

“He felt ashamed,” Canitano says.

“He was married and with a child…secret abortions are terrible for women and for the doctors who perform them.”

Don't miss a story about Italy - join us on Facebook and Twitter

Angela Giuffrida (angela.giuffrida@thelocal.com)
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The Turkish airlines flight was diverted to Rome's Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino airport after two passengers fell ill. Fiumicino airport: Shutterstock

Plane diverts to Rome after Ebola scare
A Pisa-bound plane from Istanbul was forced to divert to Rome after two suspected cases of the deadly Ebola virus during the flight. READ  

Quiz

Italian history: Shutterstock

Test your Italian history with The Local's quiz
Italy is home to some of the world’s most iconic monuments and is the birthplace of a long list of artists, inventors and composers...but how well do
you know its history? READ  
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Tourists in Italy: Shutterstock

Top ten: Travel warnings for Italy
Many of us tend to leave our brains at home when heading abroad on holiday, and with that in mind governments issue travel warnings. From
volcanoes to thieves distracting tourists with pizza, here are some of the most striking — and bizarre — warnings about Italy. READ  

Enrico Cavatorta, pictured on the right, quit as CEO of Luxottica after only 40 days in the job. Photo: Paco Serinelli/AFP

Luxottica founder takes control after CEO quits
Leonardo del Vecchio, the founder of Italian eyewear giant Luxottica, will temporarily act as chairman and joint chief executive of the company
following the resignation of a second CEO in just six weeks. READ  

The nurse allegedly killed the patients with doses of potassium chloride. Photo: Phil Gladwell

Nurse 'killed 38 patients for being annoying'
An Italian nurse allegedly killed up to 38 patients with a lethal injection because they were "annoying". The 42-year-old also posed for a photo by one
of the dead bodies. READ  
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A man donating blood: Shutterstock

'You can’t donate blood because you’re gay'
A couple in Puglia alerted police after they were told that they could not donate blood because they are gay, Italian media has reported. READ  

The Local's expat shopping basket

Shopping photo: Shutterstock

Revealed: The cost of home comforts in Italy
It’s the question on everyone’s lips: Which country in The Local's network offers the best value for wistful expats craving comfort food and drink from
home? Well, wonder no more! READ  

Italy's Prime Minister Matteo announced a raft of tax cuts aimed at boosting growth. Photo: Alberto Pizzoli/AFP

Renzi pledges €18 billion in tax cuts
Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has pledged €18 billion in tax cuts as part of a raft of fiscal changes aimed at boosting growth and creating jobs.
READ  
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Italy's Manuel Pasqual (right) congratulates Graziano Pelle (C) after he scored the opening goal during the Euro 2016 qualifying match between Malta
and Italy. Photo: Matthew Mirabelli/AFP

Pelle stars on debut for Italy in dire Malta win
Southampton striker Graziano Pelle scored a first-half winner on his debut as Italy scraped a 1-0 victory away to 10-man Malta in their Euro 2016
qualifier on Monday. READ  

The photo on the cover of the magazine shows Isis's black flag superimposed on the obelisk in St Peter’s square. Photo: Twitter

Isis flag flies at Vatican in propaganda pic
Islamic State (Isis) has published a photo of its black flag superimposed on the obelisk in St Peter’s square in the latest edition of its online propaganda
magazine, ‘Dabiq’. READ  
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